
Parks and Recreation 

Minutes 

December 10, 2020 

 

Meeting was opened at 7:02pm  

A motion was made to accept the minutes of November 5th motion made by Jeff seconded by Frank - - 
vote: unanimous. 

Tammy reviewed the desire to add a part time, food service employee for Community Services.  There 
was no objection to the position. This led to a conversation about money spent specifically on the fields 
permitted by parks and rec and how much money is actually spent on them.  Beyond the 20K allocated 
and paid for by the HYAA MOU not much else is known.  

The HYAA MOU is also out of date and must be reviewed in the near future.  The Board is seeking an 
update on the gate that HYAA committed to in the FY20 MOU agreement.  

Capital items stand at the updating of Gallant Field and Inquiry into electronic signage at FPP.   

Build a Boards update: The rink is almost complete it needs another coat of asphalt/paint and the 
netting to be added in the spring.  They will also be taking down some trees.   

There was a conversation about how permitting and ownership of the field will be handled. This will be 
followed up on as the time for opening approaches.  

There were questions on field and park needed updates, such as the tennis courts at B Everette Hall 
Field etc.  Jeff has a PowerPoint he will distribute of the field inventory next year.  All agreed this needs 
to be reviewed and prioritized and sent to DPW for possible scheduling.  

There was also a brief discussion on the Rail Trail project. 

Jeff mentioned the Hanover Club is interested in assisting with programming for the community.  

An attempt will be made to have a HYAA rep at the next meeting to discuss HYAA updates. Etc. 

Motion to adjourn Jeff seconded by Frank Vote: unanimous 

 

 

 


